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In response to the growing importance of space exploration, the objectives of the COSPAR Panel on Exploration
(PEX) are to provide high quality, independent science input to support the development of a global space exploration program while working to safeguard the scientific assets of solar system bodies. PEX engages with COSPAR
Commissions and Panels, science foundations, IAA, IAF, UN bodies, and IISL to support in particular national
and international space exploration working groups and the new era of planetary exploration. COSPAR’s input, as
gathered by PEX, is intended to express the consensus view of the international scientific community and should
ultimately provide a series of guidelines to support future space exploration activities and cooperative efforts,
leading to outstanding scientific discoveries, opportunities for innovation, strategic partnerships, technology progression, and inspiration for people of all ages and cultures worldwide. We shall focus on the lunar exploration
aspects, where the COSPAR PEX is building on previous COSPAR, ILEWG and community conferences. An updated COSPAR PEX report is published and available online (Ehrenfreund P. et al, COSPAR planetary exploration
panel report, http://www.gwu.edu/∼spi/assets/COSPAR_PEX2012.pdf). We celebrate 20 years after the 1st International Conference on Exploration and Utilisation of the Moon at Beatenberg in June 1994. The International
Lunar Exploration Working Group (ILEWG) was established the year after in April 1995 at an EGS meeting in
Hamburg, Germany. As established in its charter, this working group reports to COSPAR and is charged with developing an international strategy for the exploration of the Moon (http://sci.esa.int/ilewg/ ). It discusses coordination
between missions, and a road map for future international lunar exploration and utilisation. It fosters information
exchange or potential and real future lunar robotic and human missions, as well as for new scientific and exploration information about the Moon. We present the GLUC/ICEUM11 declaration (with emphasis on Science and
exploration; Technologies and resources, Infrastructures and human aspects; Moon, Space, Society and Young
Explorers) (http://sci.esa.int/iceum11). We give a report on ongoing relevant ILEWG community activities. We
discuss how lunar missions SMART-1, Kaguya, Chang’E1&2, Chandrayaan-1, LCROSS, LRO, GRAIL, LADEE,
Chang’E3 and upcoming missions contribute to lunar exploration objectives & roadmap.

